
ACCESSIBILITY EVALUATION REPORT



GLOSSARYAZ

GUIDELINE SET: set composed of one or more guidelines.

GUIDELINE: it expresses general concepts about the accessibility of Web pages and it
is composed of one or more criteria (for example, “Provide text alternatives for any 
non-text content so that it can be changed into other forms people need, such as 
large print, braille, speech, symbols or simpler language”).

CRITERION: it specializes concepts from a guideline, focusing on a particular aspect of 
the Web pages and it is composed of one or more checkpoints, (for example, “All 
non-text content that is presented to the user has a text alternative that serves the 
equivalent purpose”).

CHECKPOINT: consists of one or more checks and expresses concretely the 
requirements that must be met by one or more components of a Web page (tags, 
attributes, CSS properties etc.), such as “Accessibility issue, due to omitting the alt 
attribute on img elements, area elements, and input elements of type image”.



EVALUATION OVERVIEW

MAUVE++  ACCESSIBILITY PERCENTAGE
The MAUVE++ accessibility percentage is a measure which indicates how much the 
website is accessible in terms of the number of checkpoints successfully evaluated 
over the total number of evaluated checkpoints for which the tool has been able to 
make a validation. Such a measure is computed over the total of the evaluated 
web pages.

MAUVE++  EVALUATION COMPLETENESS
The MAUVE++ evaluation completeness is a measure which indicates the 
percentage of evaluated checkpoints for which the tool has been able to make a 
validation. Such a measure is computed over the total of the evaluated web pages.

BASE URL https://www.comune.anguillaravenet
a.pd.it/

CRAWLING PARAMETERS

Number of pages 1

Depth 1

NUMBER OF EVALUATED WEB PAGES 1

EVALUATION DATE 17 set 2021

EVALUATION TIME 13:48:

95%

87%



EVALUATION OVERVIEW

TOTAL ERRORS
We refer to errors to the checkpoints whose evaluation result is an error. Each 
evaluated checkpoint can generate a different number of occurrences for each error 
according to how many time that checkpoint generated an error. 
We compute the number of erroneus checkpoints for all the evaluated web pages, 
the total number of occurrences, and the average number of errors' occurrences 
per page. 

TOTAL WARNINGS
We refer to warnings to the checkpoints whose evaluation result is a warning. Each 
evaluated checkpoint can generate a different number of occurrences for each 
warning according to how many time that checkpoint generated a warning. 
We compute the number of warning checkpoints for all the evaluated web pages, 
the total number of occurrences, and the average number of warnings' occurrences 
per page. 

17 TOTAL CHECKPOINT TYPES WITH RESULT "ERROR"

132 TOTAL ERROR OCCURRENCIES FOUND

132 AVERAGE ERROR OCCURENCIES PER PAGE

2 TOTAL CHECKPOINT TYPES WITH RESULT "WARNING"

360 TOTAL WARNINGS OCCURENCIES FOUND

360 AVERAGE WARNING OCCURENCIES PER PAGE



EVALUATION OVERVIEW

MOST ERRONEUS PAGES
We compute a rank of the most erroneus pages of the website, according to the 
occurrences of errors found in each evaluated page.

1. https://www.comune.anguillaraveneta.pd.it/



PAGES EVALUATION

PAGE URL: https://www.comune.anguillaraveneta.pd.it/

ERRORS GROUPED BY PRINCIPLES

PERCEIVABLE: 487

UNDERSTANDABLE: 2

OPERABLE: 2

ROBUST: 6

E/W Errors No. of
occurrences

PERCEIVABLE
E SC 1.4.1 - Tech F73 Failure of Success Criterion 1.4.1 due to

creating links that are not visually evident without color vision
53

E SC 1.4.13 - Tech 1.4.13-ST2 CSS: Using hover and focus
pseudo classes

1

E SC 1.3.4 - Tech F97 Failure due to locking the orientation to
landscape or portrait view

1

E SC 1.1.1 - 1.3.1 - Tech H65 Using the title attribute to identify
form controls when the label element cannot be used

1

E SC 1.4.11 - Tech F78 Failure due to styling element outlines and
borders in a way that removes or renders non-visible the visual

focus indicator

1

E SC 1.3.5 - Tech H98 Identify the purpose of inputs using the
autocomplete value

1

E SC 1.4.11 - Tech G195 Using an author-supplied, highly visible
focus indicator

6

E SC 1.3.1 - Tech H42 Using h1-h6 to identify headings 1

E SC 1.3.1 - 1.4.5 - Tech G140 Separating information and
structure from presentation to enable different presentations

1



PAGES EVALUATION

E/W Errors No. of
occurrences

E SC 1.4.10 - Tech C38 Using CSS width, max-width and flexbox
to fit labels and inputs

1

E SC 1.1.1 - 1.3.1 - Tech H44 Using label elements to associate
text labels with form controls.

1

E SC 1.3.1 - Tech F46 Failure of Success Criterion 1.3.1 due to
using th elements, caption elements, or non-empty summary

attributes in layout tables

1

E SC 1.4.4 - 1.4.5 - Tech C12-13-14 Using percent, em units or
named font sizes

1

E SC 1.4.10 - Tech SCR34 Calculating size and position in a way
that scales with text size

59

W SC 1.4.12 - Tech C21 Specifying line spacing in CSS 358

UNDERSTANDABLE
E SC 3.2.2 - Tech H32 Providing submit buttons 1

E SC 3.3.2 - Tech H44 Using label elements to associate text
labels with form controls.

1

OPERABLE
E SC 2.4.7 - Tech F78 Failure due to styling element outlines and

borders in a way that removes or renders non-visible the visual
focus indicator

1

E SC 2.4.1 - Tech H64 Using the title attribute of the frame and
iframe elements

1

ROBUST
E SC 4.1.1 - 4.1.2 - Tech H65 Using the title attribute to identify

form controls when the label element cannot be used
1

E SC 4.1.2 - Tech H64 Using the title attribute of the frame and
iframe elements

1

E SC 4.1.2 - Tech H44 Using label elements to associate text
labels with form controls.

1

E SC 4.1.2 - Tech ARIA16 Using aria-labelledby to provide a name
for user interface controls

1

W SC 4.1.2 - Tech ARIA5 Using WAI-ARIA state and property
attributes to expose the state of a user interface component

2



PAGES EVALUATION

PAGE URL: https://www.comune.anguillaraveneta.pd.it/

ERRORS GROUPED BY CATEGORIES
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E/W Errors No. of
occurrences

ARIA
E SC 4.1.2 - Tech ARIA16 Using aria-labelledby to provide a name

for user interface controls
1

W SC 4.1.2 - Tech ARIA5 Using WAI-ARIA state and property
attributes to expose the state of a user interface component

2

CONTENT
E SC 1.4.4 - 1.4.5 - Tech C12-13-14 Using percent, em units or

named font sizes
1



PAGES EVALUATION

E/W Errors No. of
occurrences

W SC 1.4.12 - Tech C21 Specifying line spacing in CSS 358

FORM
E SC 1.4.13 - Tech 1.4.13-ST2 CSS: Using hover and focus

pseudo classes
1

E SC 1.1.1 - 1.3.1 - 4.1.1 - 4.1.2 - Tech H65 Using the title attribute
to identify form controls when the label element cannot be used

1

E SC 3.2.2 - Tech H32 Providing submit buttons 1

E SC 1.4.11 - 2.4.7 - Tech F78 Failure due to styling element
outlines and borders in a way that removes or renders non-

visible the visual focus indicator

1

E SC 1.3.5 - Tech H98 Identify the purpose of inputs using the
autocomplete value

1

E SC 1.4.11 - Tech G195 Using an author-supplied, highly visible
focus indicator

6

E SC 1.1.1 - 1.3.1 - 3.3.2 - 4.1.2 - Tech H44 Using label elements
to associate text labels with form controls.

1

HTML
E SC 1.3.1 - Tech H42 Using h1-h6 to identify headings 1

E SC 1.3.1 - 1.4.5 - Tech G140 Separating information and
structure from presentation to enable different presentations

1

LINK
E SC 1.4.1 - Tech F73 Failure of Success Criterion 1.4.1 due to

creating links that are not visually evident without color vision
53

RESPONSIVE
E SC 1.4.10 - Tech SCR34 Calculating size and position in a way

that scales with text size
59

E SC 1.3.4 - Tech F97 Failure due to locking the orientation to
landscape or portrait view

1

E SC 1.4.10 - Tech C38 Using CSS width, max-width and flexbox
to fit labels and inputs

1

TABLE



PAGES EVALUATION

E/W Errors No. of
occurrences

E SC 1.3.1 - Tech F46 Failure of Success Criterion 1.3.1 due to
using th elements, caption elements, or non-empty summary

attributes in layout tables

1



PAGES EVALUATION

PAGE URL: https://www.comune.anguillaraveneta.pd.it/

ERRORS GROUPED BY HTML VS STYLE

STYLE: 422

HTML: 70

E/W Errors No. of
occurrences

STYLE
E SC 1.4.10 - Tech SCR34 Calculating size and position in a way

that scales with text size
59

E SC 1.4.13 - Tech 1.4.13-ST2 CSS: Using hover and focus
pseudo classes

1

E SC 1.3.4 - Tech F97 Failure due to locking the orientation to
landscape or portrait view

1

E SC 1.4.11 - 2.4.7 - Tech F78 Failure due to styling element
outlines and borders in a way that removes or renders non-

visible the visual focus indicator

1

E SC 1.4.10 - Tech C38 Using CSS width, max-width and flexbox
to fit labels and inputs

1

E SC 1.4.4 - 1.4.5 - Tech C12-13-14 Using percent, em units or
named font sizes

1

W SC 1.4.12 - Tech C21 Specifying line spacing in CSS 358

HTML
E SC 1.4.1 - Tech F73 Failure of Success Criterion 1.4.1 due to

creating links that are not visually evident without color vision
53



PAGES EVALUATION

E/W Errors No. of
occurrences

E SC 1.1.1 - 1.3.1 - 4.1.1 - 4.1.2 - Tech H65 Using the title attribute
to identify form controls when the label element cannot be used

1

E SC 3.2.2 - Tech H32 Providing submit buttons 1

E SC 1.3.5 - Tech H98 Identify the purpose of inputs using the
autocomplete value

1

E SC 1.4.11 - Tech G195 Using an author-supplied, highly visible
focus indicator

6

E SC 1.3.1 - Tech H42 Using h1-h6 to identify headings 1

E SC 2.4.1 - 4.1.2 - Tech H64 Using the title attribute of the frame
and iframe elements

1

E SC 1.3.1 - 1.4.5 - Tech G140 Separating information and
structure from presentation to enable different presentations

1

E SC 1.1.1 - 1.3.1 - 3.3.2 - 4.1.2 - Tech H44 Using label elements
to associate text labels with form controls.

1

E SC 1.3.1 - Tech F46 Failure of Success Criterion 1.3.1 due to
using th elements, caption elements, or non-empty summary

attributes in layout tables

1

E SC 4.1.2 - Tech ARIA16 Using aria-labelledby to provide a name
for user interface controls

1

W SC 4.1.2 - Tech ARIA5 Using WAI-ARIA state and property
attributes to expose the state of a user interface component

2




